DYK that Mr. Potato Head parts were originally made from a real potato, not a plastic one? #WeirdFact

Meet Selkie. She’s 40 yr gray seal living @NationalZoo. She’s also ex @USNavy seal! Her story: bit.ly/17ugT6D

Baja? Imagine walking (and surfing) from San Diego to the southern tip! Let us know what you think of the interview :)

Tasmanian devils are moving into mainland Aussie halfway house after 400 yr absence! @ZoosVictoria’s reintroduction: bit.ly/179qTUf

This afternoon, we’re going to #Throwback to a @NatGeo adventure exploring #Baja California. Take a listen! #TBT bit.ly/11RzAhu

Craving something sweet? @richcohen2003 explains how more sugar is being consumed per person each year #SugarLove bit.ly/13N2yRR